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Abstract
Researchers across cognitive, neuro-, and computer sciences increasingly reference “human-like” artificial
intelligence and “neuroAI”. However, the scope and use of the terms are often inconsistent. Contributed
research ranges widely from mimicking behaviour, to testing machine learning methods as neurally plausible
hypotheses at the cellular or functional levels, or solving engineering problems. However, it cannot be
assumed nor expected that progress on one of these three goals will automatically translate to progress in
others. Here a simple rubric is proposed to clarify the scope of individual contributions, grounded in their
commitments to human-like behaviour, neural plausibility, or benchmark/engineering goals. This is clarified
using examples of weak and strong neuroAI and human-like agents, and discussing the generative,
corroborate, and corrective ways in which the three dimensions interact with one another. The author
maintains that future progress in artificial intelligence will need strong interactions across the disciplines,
with iterative feedback loops and meticulous validity tests–leading to both known and yet-unknown
advances that may span decades to come.

What do we mean by human-like AI? What makes an algorithm, representation, or architecture neurally
plausible or brain-like– be it the brains of drosophila, rats, or humans? Researchers across and within
cognitive, neuro-, and computer sciences increasingly vary in what they mean when they use terms such as
human-like AI [1–3], and its close relatives, human-inspired, human-level [4], bio-plausible [5], animal AI
[6], as well as brain-inspired [7], neurally plausible, neuroscience-inspired [8], or more recently neuroAI
[6,8–15]. This manuscript proposes that a closer look at research in recent decades reveals three main
dimensions of goals and contributions across these fields: a commitment to achieving agents with
human-like (or animal-like) behaviour, neural plausibility, or to solving specific computer science or engineering
problems (mostly irrelevant to neuroscience but may still be the goal of brain-like solutions).
Why is it important to distinguish these goals and contributions? An implicit but frequent assumption
across these fields is that progress in one goal will automatically and readily translate to progress in others,
and that at some point this cumulative progress will somehow stumble upon artificial general intelligence,
‘AGI’ [16]. However, in practice not only are these dimensions not guaranteed to translate to one another,
but insistence on conflating the contributions of these approaches may slow down, stall, or block progress.

Figure 1.The Rubric. (Left) The rubric of goals and contributions toward human-like agents and neuroAI
captures three dimensions of goals and contributions: human-like behaviour, neural plausibility, and
engineering/computer science. While work at the intersection of the three is common, success in one
dimension does not guarantee success in another. Examples are marked, e.g., research on experience replay
has contributed to all dimensions (see Section 2), while the Human Navigation Turing Test (HNTT) has
mostly contributed to engineering goals and human studies with no strong neuro contribution (Section 3),
and superhuman chess AI is an engineering contribution but does not produce human-like sequences and
did not contribute to neuro research (Section 3). (Right) Progress in AI, human-like agents, and neuroAI
requires interactions and feedback loops among all dimensions that can be generative of novel research,
corroborative, or corrective of existing work.

Thus, in order to clarify the scope and commitments of individual and historically connected contributions
to the field, here a simple rubric is proposed with the three dimensions of human-like behaviour [1,17,18],
neural plausibility [9], and engineering [19,20] to assess which goals a given study prioritises and to what
extent (Figure 1). Note that since the rubric is not binary, it allows us to assess the intersectional
contributions of studies and their bridging as well. The scale is meant more qualitatively, it suffices to say
that a given study, for example, may contribute to the goal of building agents with human-like behaviour,
with only a low to moderate commitment to neural plausibility, and no contribution to engineering goals.
It is the author’s hope that by the end of this paper, the reader appreciates the following key points of the
rubric. First, success in one dimension does not guarantee success in others. For instance, the author
believes that computer science research with no human-like or neuroAI focus is not likely to accidentally
stumble upon a machine learning elixir that mimics and explains both brain and behaviour. Second, true
neurally plausible research requires a direction of influence from neuroscience to AI as well. This is not
simply satisfied by importing machine learning approaches as hypotheses of neural circuits or as data
analysis methods, or assuming all neural networks are neurally plausible given their brain-inspired
ancestry in the 1940s or 1980s. Third, the dimensions proposed here are not exhaustive and can be
expanded to cover varieties of goals and scales (e.g., single neuron vs. large scale brain signals) in
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contemporary psychology and neuroscience [21], embodied approaches to behaviour [22–24], and robotics
[25]. In the interest of space, most examples will focus on human-oriented studies, missing the wealth of
animal-oriented neuroAI research that has been the focus of computational and systems neuroscience
[6,9,21,26,27]. Finally, progress in building more intelligent AI, human-like agents, and neuroAI requires
well-thought commitments and interactions among the dimensions, rather than merely importing
successful methods in one to another or focusing on a handful of famous methods (see Discussion).
Why these three dimensions? Historically, artificial intelligence and machine learning are rooted in the
imitation of human behaviour and behavioural studies of animal learning (e.g., trial and error
learning)–even prior to neuroscience inspiration [28–31]. In his 1950 article, the first to seriously probe the
question of AI, Turing suggests that human behaviour is the guide we must use to develop artificial
intelligence [29]. Thus, comparison to human behaviour has been a defining feature of AI from their very
inception, finding its appropriate place back in AI research in the past decades thanks to datasets,
benchmarks, and “user studies”. Neuroscience has inspired much of the architectural evolution of early
artificial intelligence, especially neural networks [28–32], and many neuroscientists emphasise the
importance of behaviour as a key mode of neuroscience research [33,34]. However, in spite of this rich
history more recently neuroscience to AI influence has been more rare, and particularly
neglected–especially given ‘scale’ and ever-larger models and stronger corporate incentives for solving
engineering goals have risen to fashion.
Given these historical ebbs and flows of the connections among the three fields, recently the term NeuroAI
has been used as an umbrella term for research that is crucially committed to bidirectional interactions
between AI and neuroscience [6,8–15,35], and human-like or human-level agents are built with contributions
from all fields [1,4]. NeuroAI covers a wide spectrum: from AI that is weakly inspired by neuroscience, to
agents with close correspondence to the brain’s algorithms, architectures, or representations.
Moreover, while a relationship between neuroAI and behaviour is assumed, AI’s focus on human-like
behaviour has been mostly related to predicting behaviour for personalisation, human-computer
interaction, or consumer research, while the cognitive sciences attempt to explain and understand behaviour
as a scientific discipline. In other words, while these three dimensions have historically interacted, a lack of
their individuation may lead to the loss of progress–or funding–in crucial academic fields. Note that these
three dimensions are by no means mutually exclusive, binary, nor exhaustive, and the claim is not that all
AI researchers should care about neuroAI or the human-likeness of their algorithms. The rubric’s goal is to
simply provide orientation to varying goals, contributions, and intersections, and clarify how their
interactions can advance the fields [1,2,36].
Generative, corroborative, and corrective interactions. Each dimension can contribute to others in generative,
corroborative, and corrective ways. For instance, successful models of human and animal behaviour are often
later used as hypotheses to predict or explain the brain’s underlying representations and algorithms
[17,37–43]. As such, neuroAI can corroborate the validity of successful behavioural models, helping
researchers choose which model is more neurally plausible. This, in turn, can lead to designing novel
behavioural tasks to distinguish among similarly neurally plausible algorithms. Such a feedback loop
among dimensions advances all (Figure 1). In the other direction, AI approaches that capture aspects of
neural algorithms, architecture, or representations (e.g., convolutional neural networks that capture
hierarchical vision in inferior temporal cortex, see section 1) are sometimes used to predict human-like
behaviour and detailed correspondence with the brain [44,45].
For instance, upon the observation of behavioural mismatch between a neurally plausible algorithm and
human behaviour (e.g., CNNs’ poor performance in the face of adversarial images and patches), some
neuroAI researchers bring back the focus to stronger human-like behaviour (e.g., testing adversarial
examples for humans, noting that strong neuroAI needs to show similar errors in the face of adversarial
examples to humans), leading to revisions and corrections in the original models [46]. In what follows we
will discuss recent successful examples of such intersectional research, from perception and navigation to
associative learning, multitasking, reinforcement learning, memory, and planning.
Section 1 discusses neurally plausible AI. This dimension’s primary goal is building models with neurally
plausible algorithms, representations, or specific functions; or contributing data and benchmarks to test the
neural plausibility of existing AI models. Section 2 discusses research on agents with human-like
behaviour. This dimension’s primary concern is building computational agents that match the nuances of
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human behaviour and experiments that test them. Section 3 discusses research that is primarily focused on
engineering, benchmarks, and other computer science goals. Whether through building deep learning
algorithms, robotics, or novel benchmarks; the computer science and engineering goal is to make
theoretical advances, solve theoretical or real-world problems, or adapt AI for specific applications. Section
4 discusses future directions. The aim of the rubric proposed here is to orient the reader to the interactions
of the dimensions, with examples from a variety of human-like agents, neuroAI, and engineering
contributions, from models of the visual cortex to Turing tests for 3D navigation in Xbox games and singleand multi-agent reinforcement learning.

1. What We Talk about when We Talk About NeuroAI
This Section first defines neurally plausible AI and neuroAI. We then define weak and strong neuroAI with
examples, with a focus on neuroAI domains that historically have iterative interactions with other
dimensions in generative, corroborative, and corrective ways. The author hopes that the examples in the
rubric, as well as discussion of challenges and opportunities, can help better clarify the contributions of
any given approach and easier navigate potential future directions.
What do we mean by neuroAI [15], neuroscience inspired AI [8], and neurally plausible AI? In light of this
paper’s aims, these terms fall on a spectrum of approaches with either or multiple of the following goals.
Building AI agents whose algorithm, representations, or functions are neurally plausible; applying AI or
behavioural models as hypotheses in neuroscience (effectively testing or corroborating them for neural
plausibility) or analysis tools for neural data; generating datasets, tasks, and benchmarks that benefit
engineering or behavioural research; or offering evidence to update or correct models in other dimensions.
About a decade ago neural network approaches to AI moved the field from a winter to a spring. Since
then, a body of work has focused on various relationships between machine learning and AI, writ large,
and neuroscience. The wide spectrum of long-term visions ranged from the use of deep neural networks in
computational neuroscience [27,47], biological attention [48], memory [49,50], navigation [51,52], the
mutual interactions between neuroscience and ML [11], neuroscience-inspired AI [8], drawing analogues
across mental imagery and deep learning [53], learning to learn or meta-learning as prefrontal cortex (PFC)
theory [54], followed by considerations of fast and slow reinforcement learning [55], continual learning
[56], human-centred robotics [25], and critical perspectives [10]. While some researchers predominantly
focused on importing and testing deep RL methods or large language models in the brain [44,54,57], others
brought the focus to bidirectional interaction of the fields, especially to how neuroscience influences AI [9].
Weak and Strong NeuroAI. The author proposes that research committed to neural plausibility can, but is
not guaranteed to, contribute to other dimensions in generative, corroborative, or corrective ways, and that
depending on the level of commitment and contributions, neuroAI research can fall on a spectrum from
weak to strong neuroAI. While weak neuroAI loosely applies tools from other disciplines to solve problems
primarily in one discipline [8,58], here strong neuroAI is defined as neurally plausible approaches with
strong bidirectional or three-way goals and contributions across the dimensions.
Weak neuroAI research may simply take out of the box ML algorithms to either model or analyse neural
data without a strong claim that the brain uses a closely similar algorithms to generate it [59], as well as AI
that employs methods with vaguely neuroscience-inspired ancestry but has no commitment to novel
neurally plausible contributions. Both weak and strong NeuroAI could pursue the application or
corroboration of existing contributions, e.g., testing convolutional neural networks (CNN) as a falsifiable
hypothesis of the brain’s mechanisms or representations [44,60], or using transformers, as in GPT language
models, as hypotheses of the similarity structure in language-related fMRI representations [57].
The spectrum towards strong neuroAI goals and contributions include incrementally stronger claims in both
AI to neuroscience and neuroscience to AI directions, of which the neuroscience to AI influence is
particularly signifying [9,61]. Strong neuroAI can integrate deep learning with neuroscience [27], use deep
learning as hypotheses for neural representations [46,51,57], or explicitly build or test brain-like algorithms
[35], and architectures. Strong neuroAI contributes to novel behavioural predictions or new engineering
solutions. Examples include incorporating neurally plausible neurotransmitters or travelling waves in
deep learning solutions [62,63], generating appropriate data or benchmarks, or neuromorphic computing
[64], in which hardware is designed after brain circuits to empower efficient computation. Finally, strong
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NeuroAI could offer corrections to existing models, such as building a hippocampal-like architecture for
navigation, e.g., RatSLAM [65], or integrating bio-plausible synaptic learning rules, separate excitatory and
inhibitory units, and segregated dendrites [66].

Figure 2. NeuroAI examples in the rubric. (Top Left) Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been
proposed as models of the primate ventral visual cortex [44]. However, they are not robust to adversarial
images that humans are robust to [67][68]. Conversely, adversarially trained deep learning models display
superhuman behaviour, not making the same errors as humans. In both cases behaviour is not human-like.
(Top Right) NeuroAI examples in the rubric. Note how the extent of their contribution to each dimension
differs. (Bottom) An example of historical generative, corroborate, and corrective interactions across the
three dimensions (green: human behaviour, grey: neurally plausible, blue: computer science; CNN + RF:
Convolutional neural networks plus receptive fields).

NeuroAI examples in the rubric, challenges, and opportunities. Successful ML approaches such as convolutional
neural networks have historical neuroscience inspiration: four decades ago, Fukushima’s Neocognitron
was an explicit attempt to model the simple and complex cells observed in the visual cortex by Hubel &
Weisel, (Figure 2, bottom), and it is the grandparent of modern CNNs, including Lecun’s LeNet in 1998
and AlexNet in 2012, decades later [32,69,70]. Since 2014, a series of elegant neuroAI studies have
compared object and image recognition in convolutional neural networks (CNNs)–and other deep and
recurrent neural networks of vision–[71] with neural data of monkey and human vision [44]. The
hypothesis was that the hierarchy of representations in CNN layers captures the hierarchical processing
and representations in the inferotemporal cortex (IT) for object recognition. CNN’s top hidden layers were
used to predict inferior temporal cortical responses in spiking neurons and populations.
This approach was met with great enthusiasm, heralding a wave of papers testing deep learning
techniques as models of neural activity [47,60,72–75], inspiring novel ideas in the philosophy of
neuroscience [76,77]. However, these approaches were not robust to adversarial attacks: they infamously
failed at adversarial attacks, i.e., misclassify images with an amount of added noise imperceptible to
humans [67,78] (Figure 2). The models also failed in the presence of adversarial patches that were merely
placed next to the object but completely changed the classification [68] (Figure 2).
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Following these challenges, adversarially trained and generative neural networks rose to popularity [79]
and unsupervised models of IT vision were proposed [80]. However, these adversarially-trained or
generative approaches sometimes display superhuman behaviour and are not tested for a match to
human-like perception [81]. The next advances came from collecting behavioural data on human
perception of adversarial images, and the addition of biologically inspired approaches to adversarial
robustness such as non-uniform sampling (like the primate retina) and a range of receptive field sizes [82],
transfer [83], and innovative approaches to improving the alignment between models and behaviour
[46,84,85]. However, no algorithm to date has been shown to match human-level perception in terms of
both successes and failures in the face of adversarial images. This is partly due to lack of comprehensive
behavioural datasets regarding human performance on varieties of adversarial images. Thus, not only did
the feedback loop among dimensions generate this field, but behavioural studies of adversarial images for
humans may hold the key to improving architectures to match human behaviour (i.e., human successes,
errors, and reaction times) as well as neural responses.
Another example is research in the area of reinforcement learning (RL), a machine learning framework in
which an agent is rewarded for choosing optimal sequences of actions that maximise reward in a given
environment. While this framework was mostly inspired by early twentieth century psychology of trial
and error behaviour, as well as later theories of associative learning and neural computation [86,87], recent
advances in RL capture learning cognitive maps, generalisation and transfer, metalearning, and learning
structures and representations [88]. Some RL algorithms are tested as hypotheses of neural representations
underpinning underlying human behaviour [54,88], behaviourally successful RL algorithms are tested as
hypotheses on neuroimaging data [38,43,89], novel RL agents are proposed to test and refine AI agents in a
feedback loop with human experimentation [2], AI agents are tested for flexible behaviour using
environments inspired by human experiments [36], or multi-agent deep RL is designed to show
comparable hierarchical innovation in problem solving to humans [90].
Since RL is a large area of research, let us focus on one successful example from this field, experience
replay [91], as another case of interactions across the different fields over the past decades. The term was
first coined by a computer scientist in 1992 [92] at Carnegie Mellon and was adopted within a few years in
a seminal cognitive neuroscience paper [93]. It has since been a staple of focus of numerous human and
animal behavioural, computational, and neuroscience studies as well as engineering solutions [88,94–98].
Notably, deep reinforcement learning agents began to show progress on the Atari suit following the use of
experience replay [4], and both AI and human- and neuro-oriented replay-based approaches improved
with more nuanced replay models [99–102]. Thus, experience replay offers a good example of an approach
contributing to, and borrowing from, all dimensions of the rubric (Figure 2).
In this section we discussed weak and strong neurally plausible agents and neuroAI, with generative,
corroborate, and corrective contributions to other dimensions. We also discussed neuroAI examples with
interactions among the three dimensions of the rubric. More contributions from other dimensions to and
interactions with the neural plausibility dimension are discussed in the following sections, and more future
directions are discussed in the final section.

2. What We Talk About When We Talk About Human-like Behaviour
This section regards how measuring and comparing behaviour in human and artificial agents contributes to all
dimensions. In some examples research on human-like agents may import ML models as hypotheses to
corroborate; correct existing agents using behaviour or benchmarks; or generate new agents, datasets, and
benchmarks toward more human-like intelligent behaviour and cognition. We will also note the limits of
tasks for which an agent can show human-like behaviour, and wrap up with rubric examples of human
behaviour in interaction with AI and neuroscience. The key proposal is that experiments and models of
human behaviour can contribute to building agents with intelligent behaviour and neural plausibility, e.g.,
by testing the behavioural flexibility of their models (leading to corroboration or correction of those agents).
The interaction of this dimension with other dimensions can offer standards for task design, human-level
benchmarks, and standards of model-comparison to ensure consistency and quality of research.
What motivates building artificial agents with human-like behaviour? Besides researchers who believe human
intelligence is the only real guide towards general artificial intelligence (AGI) [103], motivations and goals
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for building human-like agents range from scientific to practical. They can range from understanding or
predicting human behaviour and inferring cognitive and neural processes from behaviour [17,33,34], to
computational psychiatry [104–106], and to building agents with human-like play in an Xbox game [1] or
AI that interacts with humans in practical applications, e.g., for building better HCI (Human Computer
Interaction) and BCI (Brain Computer Interface) [20], simulating interventions, AI for healthcare, or other
purposes [19].
Varieties of research on human-like agents may focus on studying animal behaviour as a stepping stone to
better understanding evolutionary roots or specificity of human behaviour, e.g., rat navigation, [6]; on the
use of Turing Tests, e.g., the Navigation Turing Test (NTT) for 3D video games [1–3]; or on deep learning
and other machine learning approaches to analysing or generating behaviour (e.g., for intuitive physics
[107]). Behavioural research may also focus on evolutionary models, e.g., investigating evolutionary sources
of behaviour [22–24,108] or varieties of multi-agent problem solving [90,109,110]. Experiments inspired by
human behaviour can also be used to test the flexibility and generalizability of existing AI agents [36].
What does it take for an artificial agent to show human-like behaviour? Some may suggest that meeting or
exceeding an overall human-level benchmark in video games, chess, or broadly overall scores on specific
tasks are sufficient. However, this ‘overall score’ view fails at capturing human-like errors and latency of
responses, as well as the flexibility and transfer of the same behaviour given minor changes in the task or
environment–let alone generalisation to different contexts. Here we define research on human-like agents
with either one or multiple of the following goals. i) Building computational models and agents that match the
nuances of human behaviour; ii) designing and conducting behavioural experiments to test agent behaviour for
flexibility or compare it with that of humans (or other animals, though here we focus on human behaviour).

Figure 3. Example human-like agents in the rubric. (Left) A Turing test for human-like Navigation was
designed [1] to compare the performance of two recent state of the art deep learning agents for navigation
(Symbolic vs. Hybrid architectures)[111]. Although both agents passed benchmarks with similar mean
rewards over episode, neither agents passed the Turing Test, and the Hybrid agent was judged more
human-like in direct comparison. (Right) HNTT and other human-like agents in the rubric. Superhuman
chess AI contributes to AI but does not produce human-like sequences nor contributes to neuro research,
while a family of models related to successor representation have contributed to all three.

How do we measure and compare behaviour? Behaviour can be operationalized and measured in terms accuracy
and errors of responses, trajectory of moves, e.g., in video games or a chess game [3], or differences in
learning rates and reaction times across conditions or tasks [112], e.g., in memory or value-based
decision-making, or based on human judgments, i.e., as in Turing Tests [1]. Cognitive science, psychology,
and cognitive neuroscience experiments typically infer internal cognitive and mental states using
behavioural measures as well. Pairing seemingly simple behavioural measurements with strong theory or
computational models, it is possible to infer cognitive maps [113], algorithms, or representations used to
solve the task [17,18,42,114]. This, in turn, can lead to generating novel neural or computational hypotheses,
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corroborating existing ones, or providing corrections to existing neural or computational theories of
cognition.
Regardless of the specific behavioural measure used, the author proposes the terms strong and weak
human-like behaviour to distinguish contributions to this dimension as follows. Strong human-like behaviour
identifies agents that display the full arrays of measured behaviour (accuracies, errors, reaction times,
differences in across conditions) on a given task or set of tasks. Such agents or models are expected to also
support accurate generalisation and transfer to other related tasks or contexts using the same parameters.
Weak human-like behaviour refers to agents that match a single overall score for a game or task or set of tasks,
e.g., overall Atari scores or chess scores, but are neither tested for nor required to guarantee matching
behavioural nuances e.g., superhuman chess AI does not play chess with human-like sequences
[3]–primarily because such programs were primarily motivated by the engineering axis.
Placing examples in the rubric. It is important to highlight research on human behaviour that contributes to
other dimensions in generative, corroborative, or corrective ways.
Human Navigation Turing Test. The first example used human experiments to improve the human-like
navigation of AI agents in video games. To this end, two recent papers introduced the Human Navigation
Turing Test (HNTT) for a 3D video game (Bleeding Edge on XBox, Figure 3). The HNTT was designed to
test whether state of the art (SoTA) AI for navigation in 3D video games, with similar benchmark scores,
behaved human-like to human observers [1]. In HNTT, observers were shown pairs of videos of gameplay
and asked to judge which one was more likely played by an average human player rather than AI. While
some trials included a human vs. agent video, unbeknownst to the participant judges, in some conditions
the videos were played by different artificial agents (with similar benchmark scores) making it possible to
directly compare the human-like performance of the two SoTA navigation agents (Figure 2).
The study [1] and its replication [2] revealed that the two SoTA agents [111], with the same performance on
previous navigation benchmarks, were not judged equally human-like by human judges, and neither
passed the navigation Turing test (Figure3). In addition, six artificial agents with different architectures and
training measures were designed to judge the human-likeness of videos as well, a test called Artificial NTT
(ANTT). ALmost all artificial judges could predict which video was played by a human with above chance
accuracy when the ground truth included a human player. However, compared to human subject’s ratings
of two agent videos, all artificial judges reliably failed at judging which of two artificial agents looked more
human-like to humans. This research reveals the importance of human experimental research on the
perception of human-like behaviour across agents and offers opportunities for future artificial judges.
Superhuman chess. The second example comes from an illuminating study, which investigated whether AI
with superhuman chess performance produced human-like sequences during the game. The authors
analysed the extent to which the agent’s chess strategies and sequences of moves were recognized as
“human-like” by expert chess players, and found that they were not [3]. These results suggest that the
challenge of playing superhuman chess and the challenge of playing human-like chess are quite different
(Figure 3), a fact that in spite of seemingly being obvious has been overlooked by the field. Now some may
argue that humans could improve their chess performance if they learn the superhuman play from the AI.
However, just as some physical ranges of motion are unnatural for the human body, certain algorithmically
generated moves may never be human-like either–as the authors observed in unpublished follow up
research, teaching the AI generated sequences to humans did not improve their game. Finally, while there
are excellent examples of robotics and embodiment research that align with human-like or neuroAI goals
[115,116], either being inspired by it or inspiring it, engineering goals do not require that they be aligned.
SR family. The next example regards a series of behavioural and neuroscience studies on a family of
learners that store predictive representations of successive states (the successor representations or SR [117]).
Models and experiments on this SR family of agents capture behavioural and neural responses in
multi-scale planning, navigation, and associative learning in humans and rodents [17,38,43] and contribute
to engineering solutions with deep successor feature learning methods [41,118,119]. The successor
representation and its eigenvectors also capture place fields and grid fields in rodent hippocampal during
navigation [37,39,42,88]. In recent years, a number of innovative approaches complement this cumulative
evidence [40,51,52,63,120–124].
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This cohesive body of work, which has largely been produced in a close conversation among the scientists
across disciplines, displays a well-functioning example of progress achieved through iterative feedback in
the study of algorithms, representations, neuroAI, and behaviour in multiple species, showing converging
and complementary results from multiple computational approaches across global labs. Doing this body of
work justice would require its own separate paper with dedicated scope [88]. However, the author hopes
to have conveyed the collaboration and feedback across neuroAI, engineering, and behaviour across
studies in these examples, captured in the rubric as ‘SR family’ (Figure 3).
Inference. Another behavioural contribution is noteworthy (somewhat related to the SR family but not
shown in the figure due to space constraints). A long-standing puzzle in the field of cognitive and
computational neuroscience concerns the nature of multi-step inference in the hippocampus, which
requires stitching together separately learned associations. A simplified example would be to learn AB and
BC associative pairs and infer AC. In the past decade, two opposing computational hypotheses were
proposed for the mechanism underlying this inference. One model suggests that one-step associations and
recurrence underlie the brain’s inference [125], while the other, complementary learning systems within the
hippocampus, suggests that the brain learns the multi-step association as well, making inference readily
available [126]. Interestingly, a behavioural study was specifically designed to distinguish the predictions
of the recurrent vs. the multi-step representation models [127]. The study shows that interleaved
presentation of the AB and BC pairs assist the formation of the AC inference. This finding is not in line
with the recurrence model, which predicts no difference in the order of stimulus presentation.
Similarly, a set of successor representation studies designed experiments to compare different
reinforcement learning agents with human behaviour, and showed that it is not one-step associations
unrolled at decision time but learned and cached multi-step representations that capture human behaviour
in retrospective revaluation, or transfer of, rewards and transition structure [17]. In this paradigm
participants learned two sequences, ABC and XYZ, in phase 1. In phase 2, they were shown only the pairs
BZ and YC, signalling that the transition structure of the initial sequence had changed. In phase 3,
participants were asked to make value-based decisions that relied on making correct inferences about the
A to Z and X to C multi-step contingencies. It was shown that the successor representations updated via
offline replay, SR-Dyna, outperformed model-based RL (which stores 1-step transitions) in capturing these
findings [17,128]. In line with the inference example above, this behavioural result supports multi-step
representations as well. Two different fMRI studies then offered evidence of neural plausibility for these
findings using multi-scale SR in realistic virtual reality navigation of city distances [43] and comparing the
inference and SR methods in a statistical learning task [129].
Challenges and opportunities. It is common to simply import successful AI models as hypotheses of human
or animal behaviour. For instance, consider reinforcement learning (RL), a computational framework
where an agent takes actions in an environment to achieve certain goals or maximise rewards [30]. Existing
RL models and algorithms are often used readily as models of human behaviour or brain function, or
modified to match behaviour or neural data [17]. The interaction of RL and psychology/neuroAI has been
prolific given RL’s historical inspirations from psychology and neuroscience [62,130], and contemporary
RL’s ability to learn the structure of the environment, plan, replay, and generalise– common in humans and
animals [88]. Over the past decade, the marriage of RL with deep neural networks has brought on an AI
spring of sorts [4,13] that inspired much of the literature reviewed here [8].
Often once RL or deep RL agents display successful behaviour in complex tasks, such as Atari games, their
behaviour is compared with humans on other tasks. First, candidate agents are selected, then specific tasks
[131] are designed to compare the behaviour of the agents with human–or animal– performance on the
same task [17,18,42]. This takes place in the form of matching differences in accuracies, errors, and reaction
times–either in a more qualitative manner or more precisely. The outcome is typically the rejection of all
but one or two of the candidate models, which can then be subjected to neuroscientific hypothesis testing
for corroboration [38,43,63,120]. At its best, this iterative process also leads to new algorithms inspired by
the results that are more aligned with behaviour and brains–in terms of the underlying algorithms,
architectures, or representations.
Other research uses deep neural networks as models for human behaviour [132], or use deep learning to
study human-like intuitive physics [107] and multi-agent problem solving [90]. However, so far the field
has not defined checks and standards to ensure adequate similarity between behavioural comparisons,
experimental tasks, and comparable environments designed. This absence of standards for task design,
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benchmarks, and model comparison in the field may challenge progress. While a number of papers and
libraries attempt to provide such standard frameworks to address these challenges [133,134], including a
recent library for neurally plausible learning and navigation, Neuro-Nav [131], much more work as well as
critical post-publication reviews are needed to ensure progress in this area.
No free lunch: Behaviour on how many tasks? The “no free lunch theorem” suggests we cannot expect any
agent to generalise to all tasks [135]. Thus, another key challenge is the set of tasks (set A) an agent needs
to show human-like behaviour on to generalise to a reasonable set of other tasks (set B). It is important to
build robust algorithms that do not fail at learning novel tasks (B), nor forget tasks learned earlier (A) due
to catastrophic forgetting. While multitasking and continual RL have substantially contributed to this
direction, many challenges and opportunities remain for future work [56,136–139].
In this section we have discussed examples of the interaction between agents with human-like behaviour
and other dimensions. First, human experiments can inspire benchmarks or experiments to test and
corroborate the behavioural flexibility of agents. Second, human judgments can compare, correct, and
improve the human-like behaviour of AI agents. Third, experiments, datasets, and benchmarks of human
behaviour can help generate novel neuroscience or engineering models and experiments. More standards
for task design as well as behavioural and model comparison are required to ensure sustainable
consistency and quality of research in the field.

3. What We Mean by Computer Science/Engineering Goals
This section regards research that is primarily focused on engineering, benchmarks, and computer science
goals. Whether through building deep learning algorithms, robotics, or novel benchmarks; computer
science and engineering goals include making theoretical and empirical advances in computer science, solving
theoretical or real-world problems, and adapting AI for specific applications. In fact, the majority of AI research is
applied to diverse domains, including scientific problems [140], most of which have nothing to do with
biological behaviour or neuroscience (just as much of computer science is not about AI).
Sometimes Artificial agents built with an engineering goal in mind may happen to match or exceed
human overall scores, or task-specific benchmark measures, e.g., the overall score in Atari games.
However, that is not necessarily always their primary goal nor contribution (though it could be). Moreover,
it has also been shown that even AI agents with the same overall benchmark scores are not necessarily
judged to be equally human-like by human judges. In fact, while benchmarks may contribute in early
stages of model development (e.g., Brain-Score results showed that up to a certain point better
performance on image recognition correlated with better matches to neural and behavioural data), once the
agent’s behaviour gets closer to being human-like then passing benchmarks cannot predict which model is
likely to be judged as more human-like, e.g., in chess [1–3], nor in 3D navigation in video games as in the
example of HNTT in section 2 [1–3](Figure 3).
Previous sections discussed a few cases of what the author would like to call benchmark chasing and its
discontents, e.g., that passing Atari benchmarks was not enough for deep MBRL to show model-based
behaviour [36], that benchmark passing vision models did not necessarily show human-like behaviour
[67], nor did benchmark passing navigation agents show human-like navigation in video games [1]. In
spite of the focus of the present paper, the author acknowledges that not all AI research is, nor needs to be,
dedicated to connections between neural and cognitive sciences. That said, it is the author’s hope that the
following examples offer motivations for AI researchers with engineering goals to look to the cognitive and
neuro- sciences for inspiration (also see discussion for potential future directions).
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Figure 4. Computer science examples in the rubric. (Left) Interaction Grounded Learning (IGL) is a
computer science solution to the problem of a device directly interacting with biological signals, and in the
absence of interpretable signals or any grounding of what those signals mean [19,20]. (Right) IGL and
another engineering example in the rubric. A recent paper, inspired by experiments in human cognitive
neuroscience, designed simple transfer tasks (similar to reward revaluation [17,18,98]) to test the flexibility
of existing deep model-based RL agents (DreamerV2, PlaNet, muZero). The results revealed that neither
deep MBRL agent passed the flexibility test that model-based agents are expected to pass, but changing
replay in these agents could solve this challenge [36].
Examples in the rubric. Interaction Grounded Learning (IGL) or Action Inclusive IGL is placed in the rubric
(Figure 4). This is an example of a computer science solution to the problem of a device directly interacting
with biological signals (e.g., interacting with brain signals as in brain computer interface (BCI) or
interacting with muscles and nerves as prosthetics) in the absence of supervision or grounding of what the
signals mean [19,20].
The second example involves recent research, which draws inspiration from human experiments to test the
adaptivity of deep model based algorithms [36,141]. Researchers wanted to test whether popular
model-based deep model-based RL agents, i.e., muZero [142], PlaNet [143], DreamerV2 [144], show the
behavioural flexibility expected of model-based agents. Since well-known human experiments had already
been designed to test model-based flexible behaviour in humans, the researchers adapted a similar
experimental setting and task to test the behaviour of MBRL agents [17,18].
The task was simply that the agents learned the path to a reward location, then observed partial changes in
the environment that indicated that the rewards had moved. Finally, the agents were tested on whether
they could integrate this information to flexibly adapt their trajectory toward the new reward location.
Theoretically, all model-based RL (MBRL) algorithms are expected to pass such tasks with flexibility.
Surprisingly, the authors found that in spite of deep MBRL’s impressive performance on the Atari suite
benchmark, none passed this test of human-like model-based flexibility. This research also led to a novel
algorithmic addition (using replay) that improved the behavioural flexibility of MBRL, offering a
promising direction for behaviourally inspired testing and improving of mainstream AI.
Another example of successful interactions between the engineering and other dimensions (not shown in
the rubric) is SAPIENS. This is a recent framework for creating multi-agent AI capable of human-like
collective innovation. Specifically, the goal was hierarchical discovery in a “little alchemy” task where the
agents had to combine elements to come up with new hierarchical discoveries, e.g., earth plus water gives
mud is a level 1 discovery, fire plus mud gives brick is a level 2 discovery [90]. Human studies had shown
that when all members of a social network communicated with one another they reached more similar
shared memories [109,110], but that hierarchical problem solving as in little alchemy benefited more from a
dynamic graph: forming clusters that worked together then exchanging members with other clusters
[145,146].
Inspired by the network structures of these human studies, researchers connected multiple deep RL agents
to solve the problem together according to all to all or dynamic (clusters then all to all) connections. The
agents in the collective could share their experience with each other (similar to human communication) by
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sharing the content of their replay buffer. The structure and order in which these agents could share
experience was predetermined according to different network topologies inspired by human studies.
Consistent with human findings, the multi-agent networks of agents that shared experience in clusters
then exchanged members (dynamic topology) achieved the highest level of hierarchical innovation across
tasks. In the future, the extension of such multi-agent studies, paired with meta learning [54], could offer a
window into the evolution of human-like behaviour.
Challenges and opportunities. Whether solving BCI, finance, or robotics problems, engineering oriented
researchers typically build agents for specific tasks or domains, e.g., pass or exceed benchmarks (such as
performance on 57 Atari games). While sometimes engineering goals can intersect or diverge with the
other dimensions, models with equal benchmark performance are not necessarily scored as equally
human-like (see Navigation Turing Tests judged earlier). In other words, a challenge of overall benchmark
measures is that while they may give the impression of human-level AI, they are often not well poised to
capture the nuances of human-like behaviour, and are in need of interactions with the other dimensions.
Another major challenge for benchmark chasing and behaviour matching is generalisation. While it is
unreasonable to expect any agent to generalise to all tasks, as postulated by the “no free lunch theorem”
discussed earlier [135], it is reasonable to compare agents with regards to their capacity for generalisation.
The challenge here is that different algorithms with more or less similar human-like behaviour on a given
task (e.g., categorising cats and dogs) could radically differ with regards to how well they generalise to
other tasks–or how likely their underlying mechanisms, representations, and algorithms are to be neurally
plausible. Moreover, while outperforming human performance on a benchmark is desired for the
engineering goal, exceeding human benchmarks is not aligned with the goals of human-like AI (Section 2).
Are large language models examples of strong interactions across the dimensions? The past few years mark the
rise of large language models (LLMs). It is remarkable that a simple objective of predicting the next word,
given a complex enough architecture and sufficiently large text corpus, has yielded such impressive
behaviour [147]. Similar to testing CNNs as models of IT cortex, recent neuroAI research has investigated
similarities between LLMs and the brain’s language system [57].
While a detailed summary is outside the scope here, a challenge is that LLMs are known to be inefficient
architectures with billions of parameters. Pruning studies have shown it is possible to prune 90% or more
parameters from trained neural networks without hurting their ability [148], and the lottery ticket
hypothesis suggests that it’s possible to prune those parameters before or early in training without
harming the network’s ability to learn [149]. Nonetheless, most industry-led LLM approaches have not
been focused on pruning solutions. It is the author’s opinion that meticulous behavioural and neurally
plausible considerations (e.g., learning from pruning in the brain) may prove necessary, if not unavoidable,
for making LLM architectures more efficient–rather than relying on ever-scaling. Scaling LLMs even larger
can pose environmental challenges and neglects much opportunity for growth [150].
Also note that LLMs are trained on large corpora of human-generated text and are capable of pulling out
what is statistically probable as the next word, or chunks of words. However, humans use language to
express inner worlds or communicative needs, intent, or understanding within their perception of the
environment’s context; while LLMs are simply trained on human output, not grounded in the conditions,
needs, and processes that generate it. To remedy this, grounded language learning research uses a
simulated reality, in which the agent’s language is grounded, rather than merely parroting the content of
human-produced linguistic corpora [151,152]. The aim of this research is to recover the truth values of
perceptual statements by counterfactual simulations of a virtual world. However, this approach does not
sufficiently address all challenges raised above. Careful interdisciplinary work is needed in this area.
In the author’s opinion, the likelihood of ever larger LLMs stumbling upon precise brain-like architectures
and representations, which can generalise similarly to humans and pass meticulous tests of
human-likeness, is slim. Unfortunately, there is also a risk that insisting on testing this hypothesis may well
bankrupt the planet’s already exhausted resources [153]. Even if by the will of science fiction gods such an
LLM emerges by sheer scaling, the precise analysis and understanding of the relevant architectures would
require a parallel neuroscience of its own [154].
While it is possible to imagine a neuroscience of LLMs as a subfield of neuroAI, the author warns against
falling prey to–or being led astray by– what can be called the “all you need” bubble: the call of some ML or
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neuroAI papers for undue investment in one approach at the expense of others, backed by a cottage
industry of sensational titles, debates, and social media posts that inflate how a single approach will help
us stumble upon artificial general intelligence, or even sentience, e.g., “scale is all you need”, “reward is
enough”, etc. [155].
Even if such an ML elixir existed, neuroAI aficionados would still need an understanding of various brain
functions; a single canonical computation principle or circuit cannot address all research topics in all
dimensions. That being said, irrespective of such promises, it is unlikely that any single approach will yield
a holy grail theory of everything related to intelligence and brains. The goal of understanding the brain’s
architectures, functions, and mechanisms with the various tools of neuroAI and human-like behaviour will
carry on outside the bubble, interacting with and benefiting from the bubble’s byproducts.

4. Discussion and Future Directions
A simple rubric is proposed here to capture goals and contributions to research in human-like AI, neuroAI,
and CS/engineering (Figures 1-4). We have discussed how research in these dimensions can lead to
generating, corroborating or applying, and even correcting achievements of other dimensions–in weak and
strong ways. The author does not claim that these dimensions are exhaustive. The hope is simply that this
rubric helps to critically orient the reader in an ever-expanding literature at the intersection of cognitive
science, neuroscience, and AI, without considering any specific approach as the “all you need” elixir of
general intelligence or ignoring what lies outside one’s primary dimension. Recognizing this
interconnected space of goals and contributions is a step toward more effective bridging and progress
through feedback loops and collaborations across dimensions.
Hopefully by now the reader agrees that benchmark chasing and superhuman AI for specific tasks, while
very valid goals for the engineering or intersecting goals, do not capture all dimensions in the rubric
proposed here–but can serve as a step in decades long exchanges across dimensions (see Section 1 and
Figure 2). As an example, some suggest that generic models that leverage computation will outperform
domain-specific models that require human knowledge, with the example of deep search as the key to
computer chess defeating Kasparov in 1997 [156]. However, this view merely aligns with CS/engineering
goals of simply solving problems, and as discussed in Section 2, recent research shows that superhuman
chess AI does not create sequences that are recognized as human-made to chess experts [3](Figure 3).
The author maintains that engineering approaches by themselves are not likely to address all the
commitments and goals of human-like AI and neuroAI, just as research in each of those dimensions alone
is not guaranteed to lead to progress in others. Researchers motivated by biological behaviour and neuroAI
are urged to critically and meticulously examine claims and methods they import from the computer
science and engineering areas rather than accepting them out of the box. On the other hand, given the
computational and energy inefficiency of current large scale AI approaches, drawing inspiration from the
flexibility of prefrontal architectures and the behavioural adaptivity of ecological intelligence (be it of
human or octopus) can largely benefit the engineering-oriented research toward artificial intelligence.
Challenges and future opportunities. While major AI conferences encourage engineering and CS approaches
to draw inspirations from, and discuss contributions to, real world problems as well as scientific research,
and while some have been fruitful to the field of neuroAI [58,157], a few challenges and opportunities are
noteworthy.
Some engineering and computer science papers oversimplify notions imported from psychology and
neurosciences–from attention and working memory to sentience– and make exaggerated and scientifically
ungrounded claims of having discovered ‘all you need’ to achieve them. Critical inquiry and exchange
among the dimensions offer opportunities to counter inflated claims and contribute to a more careful and
sustainable interdisciplinary science of intelligence. To this end, the hope is to see stronger neuroAI research
with algorithms, representations, and architectures that predict both the biological behaviour in question
and align with its neural underpinnings (see examples in Sections 1 and 2).
Can we identify a set of algorithms and rules that can be combined to achieve human-like and neurally
plausible mechanisms? What level of brain-likeness would we stop at? Would we stop at large networks of
various cognitive functions or demand the further brain-like realisation of cellular architecture, layers, and
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circuits? To paraphrase Lewis Carol’s most cited quote in cognitive map research, we cannot use a
human-made one-to-one map of reality as it would cover all of physical space [158]. That said, setting up
standards and protocols of what counts as brain-like is not arbitrary and requires multi-level diversity of
contributions.
Opportunities: Pruning, PFC inspired-, and ecological AI. Other than ecological intelligence, among the
remarkable capacities of biological brains is their energy efficiency–even though the focus is often on
AGI-related skills such as generalisation, abstraction, transfer, sample efficiency, etc. As pruning studies on
AI show, current deep learning models often have wasteful architectures, since after pruning the neural
network, research finds that the entire large architecture can be made much more compressed [159–161].
There are different possible ways to improve the efficiency of architectures. One is creating more flexible
architectures with better capacity for generalisation and abstraction [162,163], planning, and tracking
hierarchical prospective tasks [164] adaptive to the demands of the environment. Since the prefrontal
cortex (PFC)–especially the anterior PFC– is the epitome of these traits, it is the author’s belief that a key
neuroAI progress moving forward will come from AI with PFC-inspired architectures [54,164–166].
The author maintains that the human PFC can learn, host, and switch among many abstract algorithms
and representations upon demand and dependent on the context and task demands. The PFC enables
metalearning [54], and is responsive to neuromodulators (such as norepinephrine or dopamine) that signal
changes in the environment, helping optimise hyperparameters or change gears from one algorithm to
another [167]. This is thanks to its widespread interconnectivity within the PFC, as well as bidirectional
promiscuous connections to the brains’ hubs (i.e., regions with high connectivity) and earlier sensory areas
in the “back of the brain”. From empowering abstract task sets [168], goal-directed and adaptive behaviour
[169], and long-term and prospective future plans [164,170]; to compositional abstractions and basis sets,
generative basis sets, and hierarchical [171,172] and analogical reasoning [173], more meticulous research
on PFC algorithms, representations, and architectures can inspire more efficient AI architectures. This may
also herald a more energy efficient era of architectures and agents, by achieving these traits in a hypothesis
driven manner as opposed to leaving it all to the hands of scaling and fate.
Another emerging direction is that of evolutionary and ecologically inspired AI. It has been suggested that
studying major synthetic evolutionary transitions and their universal traits [174], as well as tracing the
phylogenetic development of learning across evolutionary scales [24], can inspire the development of AI.
Moreover, human behavioural ecology suggests that intelligence can only be as complex as its
environment requires, proposing an environment-oriented approach to understanding intelligence [108].
Along the same lines, an Animal AI test bed [175] has been proposed, Animal AI Olympics, which is
inspired by the evolution of self-control across species [22], offering a promising first path toward AI with
ecologically valid behaviour.
Together, a new subspace of progress within the rubric is carved by architectures better equipped with the
ability for generalisation and transfer, including PFC-like architectures, and more human-like (or
octopus-like) ecological adaptivity for learning to want what they need–even in sparse reward contexts
[176]. Such progress may help solve deep learning’s radical energy inefficiency, challenges with
generalisation and transfer, sample inefficiency, and the labour and planetary costs of extracting resources
required to scale AI further [153]. Taking it a step further, perhaps groundbreaking future progress will
come from “wilding” computation, a term the author proposes as a shorthand for building architectures
that are built of biomatter rather than silicon, e.g., mycelial networks. The path to such wild innovation may
well be to step in the dark and outside our existing preconceptions of artificial intelligence, armed with
state of the art knowledge across dimensions, to open up new avenues of scientific investigation.
Finally, in spite of historical and notable examples of interaction across the dimensions discussed above,
the majority of today’s everyday AI research progresses without drawing direct inspirations from
neuroscience– and even less often does it strive to be neurally plausible. It may be tempting to expand the
notion of neural plausibility or neuroAI to include any ML or AI study using a neural network with loose
archeological neuro-inspired lineage multiple decades removed. However, the author maintains that such
loose criteria for neuroAI may promote a sort of laziness in drawing helpful strong neuroscience
inspirations, falling short of actualizing the many novel and productive potential ways in which
neuroscience can contribute to improving modern AI/ML. That said, it is noteworthy that sometimes
approaches that were originally weakly inspired by neuroscience are later used as strong hypotheses for
brain function and mechanisms [44], while other times an algorithm, such as Simultaneous Localization
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and Mapping (SLAM) for navigation [177–179], evolved to span both robot navigation and the brain’s
algorithms for navigation behaviour, see RatSLAM [65] for rodent navigation. Thus, it seems important to
highlight that interdisciplinary interactions of all kinds, weak and strong, across dimensions are likely to
be fruitful in both known and unknown ways across long horizons of decades, benefiting all.
In short, the rubric of AI research proposed here specifically aims at highlighting commitments,
contributions, and intersections of human-like agents, neuroAI, and engineering. The hope is that the
proposed dimensions help the reader orient themselves in the space of every growing interdisciplinary AI
research, and consider future directions that are friendly to the planet equipped with knowledge of
ecological and biological intelligence, without losing sight of the bigger picture.
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